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Numb er systems which sat isf y part but not all 
of the postulates for a field are called subvar ieties 
of a field. Th e purpose of t h is paper is t he deter-
mination of a s great as possible a number of such 
varieties by suitable definitions of the class of 
elements and of the two operations involved. 
Two postulate systems are considered . The first 
gives rise to 284 varieties, instances of all of which 
are given for infinite classes of elements, and of all 
except t hree for finite classes. 
Of the 8192 combinations of postulates arising 
from the second s~stemI not more than 1146 can be 
consistent . Instances are given of 1054 of these . 
As the postulates of t h is system are not independent, 
no conclusion has been reached regarding the remain-
ing cases. 
THE p~~sAofbqfbp OF A FIELD 
1 . Introduction 
The properties of a number field may be regarded 
in a more general sense as definitions of the be-
havior of a set ! of arbitrary elements under two 
binary operations denoted by (1) and 0 • 
Consider a set of postulates for a field. These 
may be weakened either by the assumption of the 
falsity of any particular postulate or postulates , 
or by the omission of certain postulates . Any instance 
of a class ! of elements together with definitions 
of @ and o such that the modified postul~te system 
is satisfied will be termed a subvariety of a field . 
Vfuen a subvar iety can be determined, the Todified 
postulate system is evidently consistent . The case o:f 
systems :from which certain postulates have been ob-
tained is covered by the consideration of instances 
in vrhich the omitted postulates are true, as well as 
examples in which they are false . 
The problem pr oposed is that of determining the 
number of existent subvarieties of a field . To this 
end, the most extensive postulate system yet published , 
due to huntington, has been selected . After modification 
o:f the original system by the introduction as postulates 
of t wo theorems which when so regarcled offer instances 
not otherwise distinct, there is a total of thirteen 
postulates to be considered . Of the resulting O ~P varietie~ 
( 1) 
( 2) 
not more than 1146 can be consistent, and instances o~ 
most of these have been obtained. 
Another system, formulated by Dickson, and in-
vo1ving only nine postulates , is examined first. q~e 
fundamental distinction between the two systems lies 
in the treatment of zeros and units: in Huntington's 
system their existence, unicity, and distinctness are 
postulated, while in the other system none of these are 
required. 
Instances are given of the 284 varieties resulting 
from the Dickson system, for both infinite and finite 
classes. 
The Moore symbolE~~ ••• ~F is used to denote the 
properties of a variety, where + indicates that a 
particular postulate holds for all elements of a class, 
- that it is false for at least one element of the class, 
and 0 that it is without significance. As the closure 
property of the sets under the defined operations is 
assumed throughout the pa~er I these postulates are not 
considered in v.rri ting the symbol of a variety. J:l'or con-
venience the symbols for ~I 0 , and the distributive law 
are v~itten in separate parentheses . 
The instances themselves are for the most part 
systems of number ennuples, for which it is most con-
venient to define the operation " by means of multiplication 
tables such as are used for linear algebras . These tables 
for systems in which multiplication is associative 
have all been selected from those for known algebras . 
( 3) 
I am greatly indebted to mro~essor E. T. Bell ~or 
his gener ous advice throughout the preparation o~ this 
paper, to Dr . R. S. :K~artin ~or a particularly use~ul 
definition o~ addition, and to vr . Neal H. ~cCoy ~or 
suggestions derived ~rom a yet unpubl ished paper . 
2 . Varieties for Which the Existence of ~ero and Unit 
is not Postulated 
2.1 The nostulates The first set of postulates to be 
examined wa s formulated by aickson ~t ; to this has been 
a dQed the J OStulate of commutativity of addition. We 
shall consider a set K =(a , b, £, •. J of elements with 
the foll owing properties : 
AO . For every two equr l or distinct elements 
a and b of the set ~ @ b is a uniquely determined element 
of the set . 
Al. £; (1) b = b @ a for every ~ and b in the 
s et . 
A2 . (!! ~ b ) @ c = ~ @ ( b ~ £ ) for every ~I b , 
£ , in the set. 
A3. There exi~ts an element z in K such that 
for every ~ in the set ~ @ ~ = ~ 
A4 . If such elements z occur , then for a part-
ictuar ~ K and for every~ in the set , there is an element 
~1in K . such that !! ~ ~~ = ~· 
MO . For every t wo equal or distinct elements 
a and b of the set a o b is a uniq_uely determined element 
of the s et. 
the set . 
1U . ~ o b = b o ~ for every .!!:_ and b in the set . 
M2. (aob)o c =.!!:. o (b o £) for every.!!:_, b, £, in 
M3 . There exists an element u in K such that 
for every ~ in K a o u = a 
M4 . If such elements u occur , t hen f or a part-
icular ~ K and f or every .!!:_ differen t fr om each ~ D there is 
an element a 1 in K such thnt ~ o .!!:_/ = .:!:?: 
(4) 
( 5) 
D. ~ o (b ~ .£.) = a ob 6) !!o.£. for every !!• b , _£, in K. 
lie shall assume that AO, !:0 hold throughout the dis-
cussion. It is t o be noted that the ~alsity of ~ostulate 
3 ~or either operation implies the supprescion of post-
ulate 4 • .hence the 1loore symbols ~or postulates 1 - 4 for 
either operation are: 
(+ + + +) , (+ +- O). 
-- - --
As the property of commutativity of addition can be 
provided from certain other J?OStula tes 1. , the symbols 
(- + + +) (+ + + +) (+), (- + + +) (+ + + - ) (+) , 
(- + + +) (+ - + +) (+), ( - + + +) (+- + - ) (+), 
cannot occur . The total number of possible varieties 
is therefore 12 x l2 x 2 - 4 = 284 . 
2 . 2 In.fini te Varieties . ·i·;e shall first eonsider classes 
K which contain an infinite number of elements . 'l'hese 
elements will be regarded as ennuples of real numbers 
(!! I ' !!.t• ••• J ~~F=E!!Fand~ ~ b will oe interpreted as 
<!:, ' ~K1 D •••• ' ~~F @ (b , ' b .t • 
.§:2. & b 2. , • • • • , a l. 9 b "- ) 
... , 
except where the matrix notation is used. The product a 
o b may be more compactly considered as 
~ "'- ~ K~ !: l e yKo~ bj eg =:~ a t K!?Kj e lK ej 
~:::K 1 cl::.l t.,J::./ 
where e i_ ej is defined by a multiplication table . ~Dor all 
except certain cases to be considered later , a variety 
having any desired ·~core symbol can be constructed by 




The operations defining Q are as :follows: 
1. ( + + + +) ( +) 1eals; a GJ b = a + b. 
2. (+ + + +) (-) Reals; a+ b + 1 (for varieties in 
which the multiplication in verse is 
not required )* 
3. (- + + +) (-) Rationals; ~1 1 b 1 ~ ~~/ b Lis defined 
by v~iting I in the denominator, the 
digits o:f ~ in front o:f those in ~; 
and similarly in the numerator, with 
the restrictions that if the last m 
digits of~~ are the first m digits 
of a 2.. in reverse order, all these are 
to be sup 1res .ed, and further that a 
zero at the beginning or end of a number 
is to be suppressed, except that 
0 @ 0 = 0 . Thus, 230/71 ~ 25/17 = 
2325/7117 ; 135/11 e 53117 = 111117 . 
4. (+- + +) (+) oeals;E~F @ (b)= (a+ b) ifE~F ~EbF; 
(E:) G E~F = (0). 
5. ( + - + +) (-) Reals; Sgn ~ sgn b g ~+b F sgn 0 = 
6. ( + + - 0) ( +) Reals; 0. 
7 . ( + + - 0) (-) Rcals ; 1 . * 
8 . ( + + + -) ( +) Reals ~ o· - , a + b 
* 
9 . (+ + + -) (-) Heals; a sgn b + b sgn ~; sgn 0 = 1. 
10 . (- - + +) ( +) Reals; a + 2b . 
11. (- - + +) (-) Reals ; ab + a . 
12. ( - + - 0) ( +) Ren.ls; b . 
13 . (- + - 0) (-) Ren.ls; f :::. f 
5ee b~ceptioncd ~cKKses 
1 . 
14. (- + + -) ( +) 
15 . (- + + -) (-) 
16 . ( + - - 0) ( +) 
17 . (+- - 0) (-) 
18. ( + - + -) ( +) 
19 . (+-+ - ) (-) 
20 • ( - - + - ) ( +) 
21 . ( - - + -) ( - ) 
(7) 
Reals; a . 
Re..,ls ; §:. sgn b . 
Heals ; ~ + k] 12. 
Reals ; J a + b J • 
Reals ; (.!! + b) i:f(!!) -/; (-b); 
E~F e ( -.!:_) = (-a) G> E~F = ( 2a); 
to detcr~ine (a) , choose that one 
o:r (a), ( - a) J:or which the firstK!! ~ 
not zero is positive . 
Reals ; f sgn a b(/ §:. / + /b / +}§:. + ba . 
Reo.ls; E~F @ (0) = E~F I E~F + (b) = 
{ 2b ) if" ( b ) -/; ( 0 ) • 
Reals; a + b 2.. • 
22 . (- - - 0) (+ ) Reals ; ~ 12. 
23. (- - - 0) ( - ) Reals; a+ 1. 
* See Exceptional Cases 
(8) 
The mul t ipl icr1,ti on tables 





el e l e 3 
e~ -e 1 e , 
e 3 e 1 -2e 1 
e) ( + + + -) 
e J e 1 
e 'l.. e 1 
g) (- + - 0) 
e 1. 0 0 
0 0 0 
e ~ 0 0 
i) (+- - 0) 
0 0 e !t 
0 e 1 0 
e 1. 0 0 
:for a o b a.·e: 
b) ( - + + +) 
e , e l. e 3 e ¥ 
et.. -e 1 e ., -e3 
e3 -c'-1 -c, e l. 
e't e1 -e1.. -e 1 
d) (+ + - 0) 
e 1 e J 0 
eJ 0 0 
0 0 0 
::') ( - - + +) 
e , 0 
e 2. e 1 
h) (- + + -) 
e, e t CJ 
e 1.. e J 0 
e3 0 0 
e'f e J 0 
j) (+ - + -) 
e 1 e 1... e 3 
e t e , 0 






k) (- - + -) 1) (- - - 0) 
e , 0 0 0 0 e.J 
e ~ e 1 0 0 e~ 0 
e 3 0 e l e l 0 0 
The f'ollowing are the exceptional cases ref'erred 
to above : 
( + + + +) ( + + + +) (-) K = frealsJ ; ~ $ b = a + b; 
a o b=e.+b+l. 
- - -
(+ + + +) ( - + + +) (-) K = Erational~ ; _!! G) b =a+ b; 
a o b is defined as in case 3 f'or 
addition, except that 0 is to be 
replaced by 1 in this def'inition . 
( + + + +) ( + - + +) (-) K = freal~ ; ~ <±> b = !! + b; ~ o b 
= sgn §:: b (a + b) , where sgn !! o 
0 = sgn .!!· 
(+ + + +) (-- + +) (-) K == frec-1~ ; a. @ b = a + b; _!! o b 
= a - b . 
(+ +- 0) (+ + + +) (-) K = frea.l :9 ; _!! G) b = 1; a o b = 
a + b. 
( + + - 0) (- + + +) (-) K = freal~ ; ,!! <» b = 1; ,!! o b is 
def'ined as is the numerator in 
def'inition 3 f'or addition. 
( + + - 0) ( + - + +) (-) K = freal~; ; ~ ® b = 1; _!! o b = 
a + b if' a ~ b ; ~ o ~ = 0 
( + + 
-
0) ( - - + +) (-) K = reo.ls ;~ {f) b = 1; a o b =a 
( + + + -) (- + + +) ( +) K = fi_nteger~ ; a. @ b = the num-
erically greater of _!!, b; 
(b + 1) 
{10) 
e. o b is def'ined as is the 
numerator in 3 f'or addition. 
{+ + + -) {+- + +) (+) K = reals ; ~ + b = the 
numerically greater of' a, b; 
a o b = a b if' a 1: b ; 
a o a = 1. 
We next make use of' number syste~s G - {!:. + s l• 
where a is a real nurr.ber, £_ an element of' a :finite non-
abelian gro-up, with the oper"tions 
E~ I + ~ I F (±) <~ z ~ £ z) = E~ D + ~ O F ~ !£. ,S. z 
E~ 1 ~ .fi , ) o E~ l + f£. z) = ~~ ~ t+ ~· 
where e is the identity element of the group . This system 
has the symbol (- + . + +) (+ +- 0) (+). Using the ele~ents 
of' G as coordinates of' number emlu!)les with multi-
plication tables g , i J k, we have the respective symbols 
(- + + +) (- + - 0) ( +) 
~- + + +) ( + - - 0) ( +) 
(- ... + +) (- - - 0) ( +) 
if' the operation of addition of' grou~ ele~ents is 
always that in the def'ini tion of 6) • Using the same 
def'inition of' addition, and 
E~ I + _s: , ) o {~ l+ .B: a) = ~ ~~ l+ f£ ,.8: 1. 
with the restriction that if' a f'actor £ i occurs more 
than once in a term , buthhe.s a g xl: g c:between two g ,· , 
such g i. are to be suppressed af'ter the first occurrence, 
we have the symbol 
(- + + +) (- + + -) (-r); 
this def'inition used with multiplication table gives 
(11) 
a variety with symbol 
(- + + +) (-- + -) (+) . 
Varieties with properties satisfying the remain-
ing two symbols are: 
(- + + +) (- + + +) ( +) K = {}nteger~ ; !! G> b is 
defined as in case 3 for 
addition, with the additional 
restrictions that if a sequence 
of digits occurs twice in a 
number , the second sequence 
is to be suppressed, and that 
if a digit is repeated, its 
second occurence is likewise 
suppressed: ~D 1231 @ 1423 = 
12314; !! o b is also defined as 
in 3, except that here 0 must 
be replaced by 1 in the def-
inition. 
(- + + +) ( - - + +) (+) K = Einteger~ ; e. (±) b is defined 
as in the precediUB exam~le; 
a o b = a if b I: 1 , ~ o 1 = 0 • 
2 . 3 Finite Varieties Finite systems of elements may be 
defined in much the same way as infinite systems . here 
the class K is a set of residues modulo a prime ~· The 
operations defining @ are as follows : 
1 . ( + + + +) ( +) a + b (mod .,E). 
2 . (+ + + +) (-) a + b + 1 Emod~F (to be used only 
where the multiplication inverse is 
not requireQ . For the other cases , 
(12) 
see the end of this section). 
3 . ( + - + +) ( +) E~ + 1?) (mod J2) if E~F 1i (]?_) (mod J2) ; 
E~F G) E~F = ( 0). 
4. ( + - + +) (-) (1) if' (!!) 1; 0, (b) 1 0, <!! + b) ~EM}I 
E~F if (b) = ( 0), (b) if (!!) :Eo~ 
(0) if E~+bF ;:(O) Emod~FK 
5. (+ +- 0) (+) 0. 
6 . (+ +- 0) (-) 1. 
7 . (+ + + -) (+) The coordinates consist of the numbers 
0, 1, with the operations 
e 1t1 0 0 1 
1 1 1 
8 . ( + + + -) (-) a + b + a b (mod J2). 
M ~ 
110 1 
9. (-- + +) (+) a+ 2b (mod J2) E~ T OF 
10. (- - + +) ( +) a - a b (:nod J2). 
11 . ( - + - 0) ( +) b (mod ~FK 
12. (- + - 0) (-) f ~ I (mod ~FI if K is the system of 
least residues. 
13. (- + + -) ( +) ~ (mod ,;e). 
14. (- + + -) (-) !! sgn b (mod ,E) (system of least 
residues). 
15. ( + - - 0) ( +) 2a + 2b (mod _p_). E~ F" OFK 
- -
16 . (+ - - 0) (-) .! ~ + b ~ (mod ,E) • 
17. (+ - + -) ( +) E~ + b ) Emod~F ifE~F iZ (-b) (mod J2); 
(!:.) (;) { -!!) = (-!!) G> (!!) = ( 2a) (mod J2) 
18 . (+- + - ) (-) The greatest of !!• b, ab. Emod~FK 
(13) 
19 . (-- + -) (+) E~F ~ {0) = E~F; 
20 . (- - + -) 
21. (- - - 0) 




(a) GJ (b) = ( 2b) (mod ~F , ( p ~ 2) 
i:f ( b ) 11 ( 0 ) • 
a + b ~ (mod ~F K 
2a + b (mod ~FK E~ > OF 
a ~ + b ( n:od ~F • 
- -
The multiplication tables used ~re the same as 
for the infinite case except that :for b) and c) must 
be substituted: 
o.e.. 
b') (!_ ""t +E. ei o (.£. e, +de~F = [! .£.- (-lf - b dj e, 
+[} .£. + ( -1 )'!:-fa dJ e,_ 
where the coef'ficients and !: b are restricted to the 
values 1, 0, -1~ This definition of addition may be any 
except 7. 
C I ) 
e ~ 
e .3 
taken modulo 5 '-. 
e ~ 
e .J 2e 1 + e ~ 
2e1 + e ~ 4 e1 + 4e ,_+ 3e3 
For varieties which have the acldition symbol (- + + +) 
vre consider first the numbers G = ( a "1 ~} I where the 
quantities~ are elements of a finite field. Treating 
these numbers exactly as in ~ OKO we have systems with the 
symbols 
Q.- + + +) ( + + - 0) ( +) (- + + +) (- + + -) ( +) 
(- + + +) (- + - 0) ( +) (- + + +) (- - + -) ( +) 
(- + + +) ( + - - 0) ( +) (- + + +) (- - - 0) ( +) 
(14) 
Let G> be C.e:fined as above, !llld let 
E ~ ~ i£. d o (b + .B: !..) = ab ~ .B: 
where .B: is a :fixed element, other than the identity , 
of the group. This system has the symbol 
( - + + +) (+ + - 0) ( - ); 
and when used as coef':fic ients o:f a system with table 
g, the system is 
( - + + +) ( - + - 0) ( - ) . 
Next let IC =[s J be a f'ini te non- abelian group. 
In the next ten systems, a @ b = s ·G s · = s · s · 
- - - " - J - l. - J 
( - + + +) (+ + + + ) ( - ) 
( - + + +) ( - + + +) ( - ) 
s · o s · = s · · where i + j 
_ t. -=-J - l.? d ' 
is t~~en modulo the order 
of' the group . 
s· o s · = s · s · 
_ t ~ -~-g· 
( - + + +) ( + - + +) ( - } !!i.. o !!j = !!_ i:f !!l. I: ~ , ~· 1: e , 
i 1: j i = !! l if' !!J' = ~; 
= E_ j if' s~ = ~; 
= !! " i:f i = j • 
( - + + +) (+ + + - ) ( - ) E_l.o!!_j = whichever o:f _!! ~ I E_J , in-
volves the greater number of' 
(- + + +) ( - - + +) ( - ) 
( - + + +) ( - + + - ) (-} 
trans1>ositions ; if both involve 
the same number, then whichever 
introduces the greater sub-
script :fi st . (Here K is a 
substitu t ion group on n letters . ) 
- I 
_!!ll~ = !i_j E_ i... 
E_\oE_,j= !! ~K 
(15) 
(- + + +) ( + - - 0) ( -) !~o!?KKKgD= ~EK~ or ~j~ determined as 
in the variety(-+++) (+ + + - ) 
(-). 
( - + + +) ( + - + -) ( - ) ~ i. o ~Kj = ~ i.&f,j V!here i @ .J. = i + j 
if i 1 -j, < -i) e i = i @ ( -i) 
(- + + +) (-- + -) (-) 
(- + + +) (--- 0) {-) 
= 2i, all taken modulo the order 
o:f the group. 
_, 
s ·o s ' = s • s · s · 
_ l. .:::.J .::;} 4. J • 
-
S i_o s ; = (s · s · F ~ K 
--ol _ C._ J 
T,king ~iK@ ~ = s t. .. j , where i + j is taken modulo 
the ora.er o:f the group, and .:!i. o ~ = ~iK !?_.j, we have 
(+ + + +) (- + + +) (-). 
To complete the cases not covered by definition 2 
:for additio~I we may use 
( + + + +) ( + + + +) (-) a (±) b = a. + b (mod ~F ; ~ o b 
= ~ + b + 1 ( mod p) • 
(+ + + +) (+- + +) (-) ~ 9 b =a+ b (mod p); a ob = 
a + b + 1 ( mod p) if a ii b , 
a o a = -1. 
( + + + +) ( - - + +) ( -) a ~ b = a + b ( mod p) ; ~ o b 
=a - b + 1 (mod p) . 
No examples have been found of finite varieties 
with the ~ro?erties 
(- + + +) (+ + + -) (+) 
(- + + +) (+- + -) (+) 
(+ + + -) (+- + +) (+). 
I 
3. Varieties for which the Existence of Zero 
and Unit is Postulated 
3.1 The postulates The set of postulates which 
will now be considered is based on one by huntington~ 
to which have been added the )Ostulates of cor:unutativity 
of addition (A 1), and of an identity element for 
multiplication ( M5), both of which can be proved :from 
the original set . While the independence of the post-
ulates is thus destroyed , the loss is more than com-
pensated by the determination of distinct varieties 
which would by abstractly equivalent under the original 
system of postulates . 
We shall consider a class K of elelllents and the 
operations (;f) and o on those elements v1i th regard to the 
:following properties: 
AO . If a and b are any elements of K, then 
a ~ b is a uniquely determined element of K. 
MO . If ~ and k are any elements of K, then 
a o b is a uniquely determined element of K . 
These two postulates are ass~ed to hold throughout 
the discussion. 
Al . If a and b are any elements of ! ' then 
a ~ b = b ~ a K 
A2. If ~· ~I and £ are any elements of !• then 
(a <:a b) G> c =a ~ (b e c) 
- - - - - -
A3 . There is at l east one element z in K such 
that z ~ z = z . 
(16) 
{17) 
A4 . There is not more than one element ~ in K 
such th~t z ~ z = z 
A5 . f~ there is a unique ~ such that z ~ z = ~K 
then either a ~ z = a ~or every a in K, or z ~ a = a 
- - -
~or every ~ in K. 
A6 . f~ there is a unique ~ such that ~ ~ ~ = z , 
then ei ther ~or every a inK the~e is an element a 1 in 
K such that~ ~ ~1 = ~· or ~or every~ inK there is 
an ~D1 in K such that a11e a = z. 
lll . f~ ~ and b are any elements o:f K, then a o b 
= b 0 ~-
1~ K f~~D b, and c are any elements of K, then 
(!! o b) o.Q. =~ o Eb o £FK 
1!3 . There is e.t least one element u in K such 
that u o u = u and u e u 1: u . 
- -
M4. There is not more than one element u in K 
such that u o u = u and u ~ u 1: u . 
. .!5 . If t here is a unique ~ such that u o u = ~D 
u Ci) ~ 1: ~D then either ~ o~ = a ~or every~ inK, or 
u o a = a ~or every~ in K. 
:M6 . If' there is a unique ~ such that ~ o ~ = ~D 
u @ u 1: u, then either for every a inK there is an 
- - - -
element a' in K such that a o a' = ~D or for every ~ in 
K there is an a " such that a " o a = u. 
D. Either ~ o ( b 0 .£) = a o b ce a o c for every ~I 
b, _£,inK, or (b @ .Q_) o ,!: =b o a ~ c o a for every~D 
b, .£• in K. 
(18) 
Postule.te 1.5 may be provea. from AO, A2 -- A6, 
MO -- 1!.4, .M6 , and. D; Al may be proved by the use of' 
all the other postulates . Hence the ~allowing s~bols 
are inconsistent : 
(- + + + + +) ( + + + + + +) ( +) 
(- + + + + +) ( + - + + + +) ( +) 
(- + + + + +) ( + + + + 
-
+) ( +) 
(- + + + + +~ I (+ + + + + -) ( +) 
(- + + + + +) ( + - + + + - ) ( +) 
( + + + + + -i ) ( + + + + - +) ( +) • 
Upon examination of the postulates it will be 
noted that numbers 5 and 6 for either operation have 
sign.ificance only when postulates 3 e.nd 4 for the same 
operation are both true; also that if 3 is false, 4 
is redund~nt K Hence of the 2 '3 v~ieties arising from the 
thirteen postulates under consideration , there remain 
only those with the synbols ( ::or either operation) : 
E ~ ~ + + .:, _:) , (.:, ~ + - 0 0) , (_:: ~ - 0 0 C). These are 
in number O~ + 2• + 21 , so that on combining both oper-
a.tions and consideri:z:.g the distributive law, as well as 
the inconsistent cases listed above, there is a total 
of 24 x 24 x 2 - 6 = 1146 varieties to be considered . 
3 . 2 Definitions of K and of the onerations . As 
in 2, the varieties chosen ~s examples of the l:oore 
symbols are for the most part systems of ennuples 
(19) 
o:f nUJ."!lbers. Here, however, the properties o:f e..ny part-
icular def'ini tion of' o vary •,fi th the de:fini t ion o:f e:> 
' 
so that it is necessary to state precisely the nature 
o:f K, @ , and o :for each o:f the _:oore symbols. To do 
this, ·ve first catalogue all classes and operations to 
be used, and then combine these into a table according 
to the properties exhibited. 
The elements o:f K are the coordinates o:f the 
ennuples. The nature o:f K is indicated as :fol~ows : 
R, real numbers; I, integers; 
r rational numbers; C, complex numbers. 
A prime ( r) after one o:f these letters restricts K to 
non-negative values, a double :;>rime(") to properly 
positive values, and the subscript 1 to values ~ 1. 
J.<urther, :for ennuples (a 1 , a .t , • • • , e , ) , we use the 
classes 
R*, reals ~ 0 such that ~ a~ -;:oo 0; 
R*1 , reals ~ 0 such that ~a~ ~ 1; 
R 1c*, reals ;., 0 such that a1;? 0. 
These notations Vlill occasionally be used :for other 
classPs than that o:f all real numbers . 
In case the doordinates o:f an ennuple are themselves 
coordinates o:f an ennuple, these vnll be denoted by, :for 
example, ... R - a": where d denotes a multiplication 
table for ennuples . In this example the coordina~es 
o:f the ennu~le under consideration are real eru:uples o:f 
the systen de:fined by d. While such a system should be 
( 20) 
v.Ti tten in detail i.f the binary relations are in-
terpret ed strictly , .for brevity o.f expression this 
indication o.f its composition will be used . 
The operations defining 9 are always to be 
regaa-ded as operating on coordinates o.f like subscri KK~KFt I 
(!:_ 1 , !!1.• ••• , ~"-> @ (b , , b !t, ••• , b ,J = CE:,,e b , , !! tEiF b ~ I 
••• t ~1yK G> b 1t.), except when the :::::atrix notation indicates 
that the operation is to be a~plied to the entire ennuple . 
I n defining the opP.,·ations + denotes ordinary addition, 
~ b ordinary multiplication o.f a and b . 
Definitions o.f Q h are as .follows: 
1 . e. + b 
2 . a + b + 1 
3 . E~ + b) i...f 
E~F G) E~F 
4 . 0 
5 . l 
6 . 2a + b 
8 . E~ + E) I 3 
9 . / !! + bf 
10 . l .!!.l +I b I 
11 . a I 2 
12 . at. - b~ 
( !!) I= (b) 
= (0) 
13 . (a.) + ( 0) = ( 2!:,) , 
( ~F + (b) = ( 2b) t i.f 
(b) I= (0) 
14. (/ 2:. / + , b r 3 
15 . (!!) G> (0) = (0) 
G) EaF=E~F I 
(!:,) @(b) = (2a + 2b) 
i.f ( a ) I= ( b ) 
(a) G ( - a) =(-a) ~ E~F 
= (a)* 
16 . 2fE:.I + 3lb f 
17 . (!:,) @ (b) = (0) i.f 
(2:.) I= (b); (!:,) 6) E~F 
= E~F 
18 . e. + b + ab 
19. E~ + ~ f 2 
20 . a .t.+ b ~ 
21. a 
-{ 21) 
22. -IE:: I 
23 . 2a - b 
24. ab - a 
25. 1 ~ 1 + 1 b J + 1 
26. 1 ab 
27. a + 1 
28. E~F Q) (0) = (0) + E~F =( O~F; 
(§;) G) (b) = E~ + b) if E~F ~ 
(b) ' E~F + ( -~F = (a)= 
( -EJ + E~FK * 
29. E~F + ( 0) = E~FI 
{~F + (b) = ( 2b) if ( b ) ~ ( 0 ) • 
In the fol owing, sgn (0 . ~F = sgn ~· 
30. sgn ~ b 1 ~ + b 1 
31. !! sgn b + b sgn ~ 
32 . ~ sgn ~ b [f ~~ + l b r + 1~ + b j] • 
In the next set of definitions,**§; and b are 
integers, and if B is the number of digits in b, then 
1M ~ a + b is equivalent to writing the digits of a in 
front of those in b: thus if' ~ = 51, b = 37, ~ + b = 
5137. These definitions are designed for applicction to 
rational fractions; if K =I, the law for the denominator 
of the sum is to be ignored. ff~ (or b) = 0, take A (or B) 
= 0. Considering fractions a i l bi we define a 1 /b 1 ~ a~ lb~ 
to be 
* ::!'or (a), choose that one of E~FI ( -_9) :for which the 
first ~ l. not zero is :positive . 
** I am indebted to .l)r . R. s. ~K:art in for a definition of 
addition which led to these. 
(22) 
33. sgn a, lOAj ~Kf I [l lo~ ~f + I b !La 
34 . lOA1 / !!il I [ rlo9'- b ,J + I b t.O 
35. sgn ~ [ /lOA1 !:,1] + / ~tl I [/ 1M~ :£, J + J b:tl] 
36. [f loAt ~ gf + l ~tM1 [/ lo 91~I/ + JbtG 
37. a + b • 
- _ c.. 
38. ~E~ +b) 
(K = C) 
(K=C) 
In the f'ollovfing, a =Z: <~ e \. , where the multiplication 
table ~or the e ~ is indicated by the letter following 
t hat for K. 
39 . a e; + b e~ 
40 . a e , 
41. a e , - -b e ~ 
42 . e. e 1. 
43 . a + b 
2 
We shall now consider two systems of' e~ements and 
binary o:-;>erations R = [ r +1 , oJ' , S = [s +1 , oJ and 
from these form a new system lC = [ k = re + s E. <1) , ' 
~ , with the properties 
k 1 E£) h :: ( ,!:1 + 1 .!:t ) e +(E_1 +l. !!_2. ) E 
k 1 0 k .:t : _!:/ 0 1 .!:l. e + ~aKtKp OK € • 
As the f'irst instances of' this sort , let the elements 
of both R and S1be real numbers , both o1 and oz. ordinary 
multiplications, and : 
44. r_ , + , ~ = !., + r ,_ , 
.!! t + 2. bK ~ = 0 
45. r, + , !.,. = !., + .!:.2.. , .!!, + 2. ~~ = 0 if' !!./ -/; !!t , s I 
+ .t. S = SJ 
- 1 -
46. !.J +, !.t = !., + K!: ~ !!. / +~ !!K ~ = 2!!/ - ~~ .. 
( 23) 
A more extensive set of definitions is obtained 
by taking for the elements~ real numbers, for~ the 
elements~ of a finite non-abelian group of which i 
represents the identity element, while •, and <a~ are 
defined to be ordinary multiplic~tion and group 
multiplication respectively, and ~I I o~ are defined 
as follo·ws: 
47 . ~ K + 1 r 1. =r 
- - 1 + ~ fK ' £5. , 02. £5. !2_ = i 
48 . ~ f + I r = 0 
-t. /£ , 02. E. ,__ = .!. 
In definitions 49 and EO, j£ , 02. £5. 2.. = t5, , £5.1.. ' exce:;?t that 
in a product ~iK /£~ ••• ~ if an element i£.1 occurs more 
than once, s.nd elements ~EI (h f; 1;:) s eparate the £5.l , 
then every E.i after the first is to be suppres~ed; 
and 
49. ~f + t ~~ = ~ f + ~ !t 
50 . r , + I ~ !t = 0 
51 . r , +1 ~ ~ = r I + ~~ 
' 
~f + l i£K~ = I£, £5. ,_ . 
~ I r o, -~ = ~~ r '- . [3. , M~ f£~ = e;KI ~~ 
52. ~I +, r ~ = r + r _, - ~ ' 
,... 
!;;.. / +t ~~ = I£ , 
!. , r o, - !t = r r > _,_,._ ~I M~ f£~ = t£, E.'J.. 
r o r = r r 
- 1 I - 'J.. - { - ').. ) 
For systems K = 
r and s are real nunbers, ~ is an element of a. finite 
non- abelian group, we use the definitions 
54 . k <i> k ~= (!_ 1 + !:_ ,_)e1 + M -tKt~+ ~ ~~9KKeP 
k 1 o k 'J... = !., !.1 e1 + ~~~~e:t i e.J 
( 24) 
55. k 1 @ k t, = ( £ 1 + £ 1.) e1 + 0 e,_ + f£1taeJ 
k 1 o k ,_ = D !..;._ e1 + !!1!!1 e1. + (f£1 !:£~ e3 
where E_g1 _g ~_Fdenotes that the restriction of definition 
49 is to hold here 
The tables for mul tiplioation o~ ennuples :rollovr • 
( For convenience ( E:J , • • • • , a ?t..) will be regarded as 
Kb ~ ~ ~ l K F 
a) e , b) e , e :t. e _, e y-
e~ -e, e "' -e_, 
eJ -eLf - e , e :t 
e 'f e 3 -e~ -e I 
l > e , e ~ e3 ; ) e, e ' 
e,_ 
- e , e , e , e , 
eJ e, -2e1 
0 0 e, 
g) e , e t e J e Lf h) 0 0 e ?. 
e ~ e 3 0 0 0 e 2. 0 
e3 0 0 0 e ~ 0 0 
e lj eJ 0 0 
i ") e , e ,__ e ;, e ~ 
e ,_ e J e"' -e..3 
e., e 'f e .r -e " 
elf -e3 
e_,- e " 






m) e 1 e 1 0 
0 0 0 






e 1 0 
0 e ~ 





e.,- e b 





j ) e , 0 -e 3 
0 -e , e~ 
e _, e :~K e I 
Z ) e,_ 0 
0 e~ 0 
0 
p) e , e ~ e 3 e 'i 







u) e 2. 0 0 
0 0 0 







-v) e 2.. 0 
e ~ 0 
0 
0 
e .t 0 0 
x) 0 
0 
z) e I 
e z. 
e J 





e :z. 0 
0 
e 'l eJ 
0 e ~ 
e i.. 0 
e z. 0 
e.! 0 
0 e , 
d ) a o b = 1 
( 26) 
w) e, e,_ 




e ,_, 0 
a ' ) e , e z 
e ~ e l.. 
C I ) e . 0 
0 e z 
e~ 
e ' ) ff ~ 0 b = 10 + 1, 
where A is the 
number o:f digits 
in a • 
The :following examples are listed by number in the 
table: 
K .!! <f) b a o b 
Ml . R a + b a + b + 1 
1.12 . R a + b a b i:f a I= b• 
-
_,























[±2¥11' , ,.. m ~ 
( 26) 
a + \ b + 1l 
E~F + ( 0) = ~I 
(!!) + (b) = (0) 
if (b) ~ ( 0) 
( a) + ( 0 ) = ( 2a) 
(a) +(b) = (0) 
if (b) ~ ( 0) 




a + b 
@ +b) / 3 
2a + b 
a -+ b 
a + b 
2"" G> 2"' = 2 - +h 
0 ( integers 2) 
I 
I 
8. + b 
a + b 
a + b if a ~ b; 




a. + 2b + 2 
- -
Sgn !! b U + \ b\ 
-1J 
2a + 2b if a , 
b ' ~ 1 
a 1=1 a=a 
Same as 1.19 
Same as M9 
a b 
2a + b + 1/12 
No . 36 for a 
addition ,O to 
be replaced by 
1 whenever it 
























a + b 
-a b 
a + b 
D. + b 
a + b 
a + b 
Def . 35 
~ 10 a + b 
a + b 
J ~l + I b I 
Digits of!! 
2!_1. + b .... + 1/12 
- 1 
}a \ + [b l + 1 
1MU~I where B is 
the n~ber of digits 
in b 
a - b 
ab if a F b a a = 
1 
Digits of a 
followed by fo:lowed by those 
those of' b; of' b; if' a se-
if' a sequence quence is repeated 
is repeated, in reverse order, 
suppres3 after suppress both; 
first occurrence; write 1 f or a 
if repeated in suppressed number. 
reverse order, 
suppress both; 
write 0 for a number 
. ·which is suppres sed. 
(28) 
1:28 I ' Same as £27, except Same as 1!27 
that 0 is \'Jri tten for 
a suppr essed sequence, 
and betwe en a and b. 
1.!29 I ' Digits of a foll owed Same as 1."27 
by those of b; sup ; ress 
repeated sequences after 
.first occurrence ; suppress 
zero. 
.. ~PM I" Same ..., s ll29 Same as M27 
1!31 l'' ll~ a + b Same E'. S ll27 
1::32 I ' Same a s .M29 with mod-
ifications of 1.!28 Same as ~iOT 
3 . 3 Table of the varieties . The :Moore symbols for 
--
addition and for mult i plication are indicated separately 
by number as follows: 
1 . (+ + + + + +) 13 . ( - - + + + - ) 
2 . ( - + + + + +) 14. ( + - + + - - ) 
3 . ( + - + + + +) 1 5 . ( - + + + - - ) 
4 . (+ + + + - +) 16 . ( - - + + - - ) 
5 . ( + + + + + - ) 17 . ( + + + - 0 0) 
6 . ( - - + + + +) 18 . (+ - + - 0 0) 
7 . ( - + + + - +) 19 . ( - + + - 0 0) 
8 . ( - + + + + - ) 20 . ( - - + - 0 0) 
9 . ( + - + + - +) 21. ( + + - 0 0 0) 
10 . ( + - + + + - ) 22 . ( - + - 0 0 0) 
11 . ( + + + + - - ) 23 . ( + - - 0 0 0) 
12 . (- - + + - +) 24. ( - - - 0 0 0 ) 
-
(29) 
Addition symbols ere indicated in the right hand 
column, multiplication symbols in the top row of each 
page of the tables. The letter D indicates that the 
distributive law holds, N that it does not hold . 
The firot letter of each ~ormula defines K, 
the second (number) the rule for ~ , the ~inal letter 
that for P • Thus " ,14]), with formula R61 represents the 
symbol 
(- - + + + +) (+ - + + - -) (+) 
for which tre instance offered is the system of triples 
of real numbers E~ 
1
, ~~ D ~I ) defined by the operations 
( ~ 1 , ~ ,_ , ~ 3 ) €> ( b l , b ~D b l ) = ( O~ . 1 + b l , 2 a 'l. + b ..,_, 
O~ 1 + b ~ F; (a , , a 2. , a 3 ) o (b 1 , b '1.., b "!!) = (0 , ~K b , + ~1bsK I 
~~ b ~ + as b , ) . 
ifuen the definition of addition is any one of 
47 -- 55 , that of K refers to the real number components 
of the system. In the cases where multiplication is 
indicated by a number, the additi on rule listed under 
this number is to be used as that for multiplication. 
( 30) 
<±) o: 1D 1N 2D 2N 
1 Rls. 1El Rlb I1,33 
2 
** r33a 1I27 r33b 
r;z 
c.J R3a R30a R3b R30b 
4 R4a C38ll R4b C38w-b 
5 R' la R'7.1a R31b 
6 R6a R7a R6b R7b 
7 r34a 1i28 r34i; 
8 r35e. 1£29 r35b 
9 R8a R9a R8b R9b 
10 Rl5e. R32a Rl5b R32b 
11 RlOa RlOb 
12 Rl1a Rl2a Rllb Rl2b 
13 R29a C37w R29b C37vr-b 
14 R28a Rl4:a R28b Rl4b 
15 r36a M32 r36b 
16 Rl3a Rl6a Rl3b R16b 
17 Rl8a Rleb 
18 R20a R20b 
19 R22a R22b 
20 R24a R24b 
21 R"la R"2a fORI~P 
22 R"52a R11 53a ::30 }~P1 
23 R118a W126a I 26,33 
}Z4 R"6a R1127a I 27,33 
( 31) 
3D 3li 4D 41!T 
1 R1c H2 * * R2s 
2 * * r33c * * I33d' 
3 R3c R30c R'3d R30d' 
4 R4c R5,4 R'4d R5s 
5 R31c R'1d R31d' 
6 R6c R7c 1.14 R7d' 
7 r34c I34d' 
8 r35c .I35d' 
9 :rt8c R9c R9d' 
10 R15c R32c R'15d R32d' 
11 RlOc M26 R'45d' 
12 R11c Rl2c ltf5 Rl2d' 
13 R29c :M3 R'29d R'7d 
14 R28c R14c R'28d Rl4d' 
15 r36c I36d' 
16 R36c Rl6c R1 13d Rl6d' 
17 R18c Rl8d' 
18 R20c R20d 1 
19 R22c R22d' 
20 R24c R24d' 
21 R*25,3 R*1d R*25d 
22 ~bOP R*52d R*53d 
23 R*26,3 R*8d R*26d 
24 R*27 , 3 R*6d R*27d 
(32) 
5D 5N 6D 6N 
1 Rle :.:6 Rl:f },':/ 
2 * * I:33e r33:f 
3 o~e R30e R3:f R30:f 
4 R4e C38w-e R4:f C38w-.f 
5 n':e R:le R'1f R31:f 
6 R6e R7e R6:f R7:f 
7 IZ4e r34:f 
8 I35e r35:f 
9 R8e R9e R8f R9f 
10 R15e oP~e R15f R32:f 
11 R'44e RlOe R10i' 
12 R11e Rl2e Rll:f Rl2f 
13 R29e C37w-e R29f C37w-f 
14 R28e Rl4e R28f Rl4f 
15 I36e r36f' 
16 Rl3e R16e R17f Rl6f' 
17 R45n Rl8e Rl8f 
18 R*-c'43n R20e R20f 
19 R' -o.' 42n R4ln R22f' 
20 R.* 40n R24e R24f' 
21 R"1n R"25n R*1f R*25=-
22 R*52e R*53e R*52f R*53f 
23 R"Sn R"26n R*8f R*26f 
24 R116n R1127u R*6f R*27f 
(33) 
7N 8D 8N 
1 ~Ou R1g 12,35 
2 133e' R49a r33g 
3 13e' R3g RZOg 
4 R5u R4g 15,35 
5 1 ' 1e' R 11g R30g 
6 1'6e ' R6g R7g 
7 134e' R50a r34g 
8 135e' R'49a r35g 
9 I9e' R8g R9g 
10 I32e' R15g R32g 
11 110e' R' 44g RlOg 
12 I12e' Rl1g Rl2g 
13 113e' R29g C37w- g 
14 I28e' R28g Rl4g 
15 I36e' R'55a r36g 
16 Il5e 1 Rl3g Rl6g 
17 118e' R45g Rl8g 
18 120e' R*-c' 43g R20g 
19 I22e ' R'-o.'4?g R22g 
20 I24e ' Rjl'-n40g R24g 
21 R25u R*1g 125,35 
22 1 ' 36e' R"49a R ' 59a 
23 R26u R*8g 126,35 
24 R27u R*6g 127 , 35 
( 34) 
9D 9N lOD 10N 




3 R3h R30h R3i R30i 
4 R4h R5h R4i C38Vl-i 
5 R'1h R31h R1 1z R31i 
6 R6h R7h R6i R7i 
7 I34h r34i 
8 I35h r35i 
9 R8h R9h R8i R9i 
10 Rl5h R32h Rl5z R32i 
11 RlOh R'44z RlOi 
12 Rl1h Rl2h Rlli Rl2i 
13 R29h C37w-h R29i C37w-i 
14 R28h Rl4h R28z Rl4i 
15 I36h r36i 
16 Rl3h I16h Rl3i R16i 
17 Rl8h R45i Rl8i 
18 R20h R*-c'43z R20i 
19 R22h R'-a 1 42z R22i 
20 R24h R.*-n40z R24i 
21 R*1h R*25h R*lz }.19 
22 R*52h R*53h R*52z R*53z 
23 R*8h R*26h R*8z lil.O 
24 R*6h R*27h R*6z l.U1 
(35) 
11D 11N 12D 12N 
1 Rld U25 R1j -~P 
2 R47a I33d r33j 
3 R3d R30d R3j R30j 
4 R4d C38w-d R4j C38w-j 
5 R' -6.1e R31d R*1y R31j 
6 R6d R7d R6j R7j 
7 R48a I34d r34j 
8 R'47a I35d r35j 
9 R8d R9d R8j R9j 
10 R-d15e o~Od R*3y R32j 
11 1.U2 R10d R*37y RlOj 
12 R11d R12d R11j Rl2j 
13 R29d C37w-d R29j C37w-j 
14 R-e28d R14d R*28y Rl4j 
15 R'5 a I36d r36j 
16 R13d Rl6d Rl3y Rl6j 
17 R45d R18d Rl8j 
18 R*-c'43d R20d R20j 
19 R'-a'42d R22d R22j 
20 Rt-n40d R24d R24j 
21 R*-e1d R*-e25d R*1y R*25y 
22 R*47d R*53d R(52y If:-53y 
23 R*-e8d R*-e26d R*8y R*26y 
24 R*-e6d R*-e27d R*6y R*27y 
( 36 ) 
13D 13N 14D 14N 
1 Rlk Ml4 Rli m .. 5 
2 R49k I325k R47I I3,...Z 
3 R3k R30k R3I R30l 
4 R4k C38w-k R4l C38vl-l 
5 R'l.k R31k R'1l R31I 
6 R6k R7k R6l R71 
7 R50k I34k R48I r34l 
8 R'49k I35k R'47I r35I 
9 R8k R9k R81 R9I 
10 Rl5k" R32k R15l R32I 
11 R'44k RlOk R'44I RlOl 
12 R11k Rl2k R11I Rl2I 
13 R29k C37w-k R29I C37vl-I 
14 R28k Rl4k R28I R14I 
15 R,..52k I36k R'55Z I36I 
16 Rl3k Rl6k Rl3l R16I 
17 R45k Rl8k R45I Rl8I 
18 R*-c'43k R20k R>t<:-d'43I R20l 
19 R'-a'42k R22k R'-a'42I R22I 
20 R( -n40k R24k R46I R24I 
21 R*lk R*25k R"1I R*25l 
22 R*49l::: R*l=)lk R*47I R*53Z 
23 R*8k R*26k R*8I R*26I 
24 R*6k R*27k R*6I R*27l 
(37) 
15D 15N 16D 16N 
1 R- d1g 1.U6 Rlm Kl..7 
2 R- d49g I - d33g R49m r 33m 
3 R- d3g R- d30g R3m R30m 
4 R- d4g C- d38w- g R4m C38w-m 
5 R1 - d1g R- d31g R'1m R31m 
6 R- d 6g R- d7g R6m R7m 
7 R-d50g I - d34g R50m r34m 
8 R' -d49g I - d35g R' 49m r35m 
9 R- d8g R-d9g R8m R9m 
10 R- d15g R- d32g R15m R32m 
11 R'-d44g R-d10g R1 44_m RlOm 
12 R- d11g R- d12g Rl1m Rl2m 
1'3 R- d29g R- d37VT- g R29m C37w-m 
14 R- d28g R- d14g R28m R14m 
15 R' - d55g I - d36g R' B5I!l r36m 
16 R- d13g R-dl6g Rl3m Rl6m 
17 R-d45g R- d.l8g R45m Rl8m 
18 R*- c '-d43g R- d20g R*- c'43m R20m 
19 R' -a'-d42g R-d22g R'-a ' 42m R22m 
20 R - n-d40g R- d24g Rf -n40m R24m 
21 R*- d1g R*- d25g R11x R1 25x 
22 R*- d49g R*-d51g R**49m R**51m 
23 R:,c; -d8g R*-d26g R18x R1 26x 
24 R*- d6g R*-d27g R16x R127x 
( 38 ) 
17D 17N 18D 18N 
1 R1n R2n ID.o R2c 
2 R47n r&3n R47 o I :'l3o 
3 R3n R30n R3o R20o 
4 R4n R5n R4o R5c 
5 R' 1n R31n R'1o R30o 
6 R6n R7Ii R6o R7o 
7 R48n r34n R48o I34o 
8 R'-a ' 39n r35n R'-a'39o I35o 
9 R8n R9n R8o R9o 
10 Rl5n R32n Rl5o R32o 
11 R' 44n RlOn R'44o R10o 
12 R11n R12n Rl1o Rl2o 
13 R29n C37w-n R29o C37vr-o 
14 R28n Rl4n R28o Rl4o 
15 RI-b T 44( b' ) r36n R'-b' 44o I36o 
16 R13n Rl6n Rl3o Rl6o 
17 M18 Rl8Ii R45o Rl8o 
18 R'-c' 43(c ') R20n R'-c' 43o R20o 
19 C-f'39(:f') R 2 2n C-.f'39c R22o 
-20 R-a' 41n R24n R-a'41o R24o 
21 R*1n R*25n R*1o R25c 
22 R*-a'39n R*53n R*-a' 39o R*53o 
23 R*Sn R*26n R*So R26c 
24 R*6n R*27n R*6o R27c 
( 39) 
19D 19N 20D 20:N 
1 R1b R2b Rlq R2:f 
2 R47p I33p R47q I33q 
3 R3p R30p R3q R?Oq 
4 R4p R5b R4q R5:f 
5 R'1p R3lp R' 1q R3lq 
6 R6p R7p R6q R7q 
7 R48p I34p R48q I34-q 
8 R' - a'39p I35p R' - a' 49q I35q 
9 R8p R9p ~Uq R9q 
10 Rl5:p R32p Rl5q R32q 
11 R'44p R10p R'«q RlOq 
12 Rl1p Rl2p R11q IIT2q 
13 R29:p C37w-:p R29q C37w-q 
14 R28p Rl4p R28q Rl4q 
15 R'-b'39p I36p R' -b'39q I36q 
16 Rl3:p Rl6p R13q Rl6q 
17 R45p R18p R45q Rl8q 
18 R'-c' 43p R20:p R'-c'43q R20q 
19 C- :f'39p R22p C-f' 39q R22q 
20 R-a'4l:p R24p R-a'41q R24q 
21 R*1:p R25p R*' lq* R25q 
22 R*-a'39p R*51p R*- a'39q R"51q 
23 R*8p R26p R* ' 8q * R26q 
24 R*6p R27p R* ' 6q* R27q 
*R*' ( rea1s ~ 0 such that ~ i) = a, = 
(40) 
21D 21N 22D 22N 
1 Rls Ml9 R1u ll20 
2 R47s r z,3s R47u I33U 
3 R3s R30s R3u R30u 
4 R4s R5a R4u C38w-u 
5 R'1s R31s R'1u R31u 
6 R6s R7s R6u R7u 
7 R48s I34s R48u r~;;4u 
8 R' - a'39s I35s R' -a'39u I35u 
9 R8s R9s R8u R9u 
JO R15s R32s Rl5u R32u 
11 R' 44s RlOs R'44u R10u 
12 Rl1s R12s R11u Rl2u 
13 R29s C37w-s R29u C37w-u 
14 R28s Rl4s R28u Rl4u 
15 R' -b' 39s I36s R'-b' 39u I36u 
16 Rl3s R16s Rl3u Rl6u 
17 R17n R18n Rl7u R18u 
18 R19n R20n R19u R20u 
19 R21n R41e R21u R22u 
20 R23n R24n R23u R24u 
21 R**1e R**25e R111g R/ 25g 
22 R**39n R"53n R**39g R"51g 
23 R**8e R**26e R118g R126g 
24 R**6e R**27e R"6g R127g 
( 41) 
23D 23N 24D 24N 
1 Rlt U21 Rlv M22 
2 R47t I33t R47v I33v 
3 R3t R30t o~v R30v 
4 R4t C38w-X P.4v R5v 
5 R'1t ~P1t R'1v R31v 
6 R6t R7t R6v R7v 
7 R48t I34t R48v I34v 
8 R'-a'39t I35t R' - a' 39v I35v 
9 R8t R9t R8v R9v 
10 Rl5t R32t Rl5v R32v 
11 R'44t RlOt R'44v RlOv 
. 12 R11t R12t Rl1v Rl2v 
13 R29t C37w-t R::>9v C37w-v 
14 R28t Rl4t R28v ::U4v 
15 R' -b' 39t I36t R'-b'39v I36v 
16 Rl3t R16t R13v R16v 
17 R17t R18t R17v R18v 
18 Rl9t R20t P-19v R20v 
19 R21t R22t R21v R22v 
20 R23t R24t R23v R24v 
21 R11o R125o R111f' R"25f' 
22 R*-a'39t M24 R*-a'39v R1151f' 
23 R18o R126o ~1tUfD R"26f' 
24 RJ60 R127o R116f' R"27f' 
( 42) 
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